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New research has conspired to unsettle many established ideas about the Jewish past, challenging

how historians have thought about and described it, and sometimes making it appear less

accessible than it was thought to be in earlier generations.&nbsp; While these recent developments

would appear to make a history of the Jewish people more difficult, the authors of The Jews: A

History believe it has deepened and broadened our understanding. Though the reader will find in

The Jews many familiar names, in its pages will also be found a broader spectrum of people:

mothers, children, workers, students, artists, and radicals whose perspectives greatly expands the

story of Jewish life from ancient times to the present.
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"The Jews is well written, conceptually clear, lively, interesting, andÂ informative. It strikes just the

right balance between sketching out the major issues and providing enough detail so that students

who haveÂ no background can fully understand the main point. The authorsÂ understand all the

major issues in Jewish history and are capable of presenting those issues in a clear and engaging

manner."  Â  -- Marsha Rozenblit, University of MarylandÂ  Â  â€œThe Jews is a highly accessible,

attractive, and lively account of the fortunes, failures, and accomplishments of the Jews from biblical

times to the present. Â It is distinguished by the attention it gives to average Jews and to everyday

life. Â Drawing upon the special expertise of the authors, it seeks, above all, to understand and to

explain a complex history.Â Without going into excessive detail, it makes the reader aware of

continuing controversies of interpretation and cites from sources that are of special interest.â€• Â  --



Michael Meyer, Hebrew Union College Â  â€œThis is a superb, wide-ranging, and well-written

book.Â  The task at hand is an exceptionally difficult one, given the wide varieties and geographic

dispersion of Jews throughout the world.Â  To pull together the various strands is a great

challenge.Â  With admirable skill, the authors have succeeded in doing soâ€“indeed, in producing

perhaps the best single volume on the Jewish experience.â€•Â  Â  -- David Myers, University of

California Los Angeles

Praise for The Jews   Â   This is a superb, wide-ranging, and well-written book.Â  The task at hand

is an exceptionally difficult one, given the wide varieties and geographic dispersion of Jews

throughout the world.Â  To pull together the various strands is a great challenge.Â  With admirable

skill, the authors have succeeded in doing soâ€“indeed, in producing perhaps the best single volume

on the Jewish experience.â€•Â  Â  David Myers, University of California, Los Angeles Â  â€œThe

Jews is a highly accessible, attractive, and lively account of the fortunes, failures, and

accomplishments of the Jews from biblical times to the present. Â It is distinguished by the attention

it gives to average Jews and to everyday life. Â Drawing upon the special expertise of the authors, it

seeks, above all, to understand and to explain a complex history.Â Without going into excessive

detail, it makes the reader aware of continuing controversies of interpretation and cites from sources

that are of special interest.â€• Â  Â  Michael A. Meyer, Hebrew Union College Â  â€œThe Jews is

well written, conceptually clear, lively, interesting, and informative.Â Â  It strikes just the right

balance between sketching out the major issues and providing enough detail so that students who

have no background can fully understand the main point. Â The authors understand all the major

issues in Jewish history and are capable of presenting those issues in a clear and engaging

manner.â€• Â  Marsha Rozenblit, University of Maryland

Excellent student resource. Easy reading, narrative style, with insert boxes that extend the basic

material. Has helpful maps of the Palestine region and a glossary that providers the student with

access to information on key people, events,and terms.

If you are purchasing this product because you are a student then you will find the textbook useful

although very dry. Coffee consumption is recommended before your required readings.

It was a great purchase, easy to read but a bit dry at times. It will be something I can use for a long

time and it will be a great reference book.



the Jewish history class is so hard for me, but this book is really nice, just too heavy(just kidding).

There is very little wrong with this book. Not only is it wonderfully written and informative, but it

acheives the very difficult task of selecting what elements of Jewish history must be written upon

and which can be ignored.
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